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unipolar induction and primitive-recursion
Daniel Leivant
Department of Computer Science, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405, USA
Abstract
We continue from (Ann. Pure Appl. logic 114 (2002) 117) our study of reasoning about
recursion equations in rudimentary theories for inductive data, dubbed intrinsic theories. We show
that the functions that are provable using unipolar induction are precisely the primitive-recursive
functions, where we call an instance of induction unipolar if data predicates do not occur in the
induction formula both positively and negatively.
Two special cases of this result are well known, namely induction over 01 and 
0
1. Here,
however, induction formulas may have unrestricted quanti3er alternations as long as those quan-
ti3ers that are relativized to data do not violate the prescribed restriction. The main technical
challenge is in showing that the functions provable by unipolar induction, even in classical logic,
are primitive-recursive.
The result is generic with respect to the underlying inductive data, suggesting a potentially
useful formalization of primitive-recursive mathematics.
c© 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Background summary
In [7] we put forth, for each sorted inductive algebra A(C), generated from a set C
of constructors, a formalism IT(C) for reasoning about equational programs over A(C).
We summarize here the essentials, and refer the reader to [7] for details, examples,
and discussion.
The simplest non-degenerated inductive algebra is the single-sorted algebra N=
A(0; s) of natural numbers, generated from the constructors 0 and s (zero and succes-
sor). The intrinsic theory IT(N) is a 3rst-order theory over the vocabulary consisting of
0, s, and a unary relational identi3er N. The axioms of intrinsic theories fall into two
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groups: generative (data-introduction) and induction (data-elimination). For N these
are:
1. Generative axioms: N(0) and ∀x:N(x)→N(sx);
2. The axiom schema of Induction:
’[0]∧∀x: (’[x]→’[sx]) → ∀x: (N(x)→’[x]):
We also consider an extension IT(N) of IT(N), with Term-Separation Axioms,
which for the algebra N are Peano’s Third and Fourth Axioms:
3. Constructor-Separation: ∀x:¬ s(x)= 0,
4. Constructor-Injectivity: ∀x; y: sx= sy → x=y.
These two axioms guarantee that the denotations of numerals are distinct, i.e. that N
is a free algebra.
We use Gentzen-style natural deduction (ND) calculi for IT(N) and IT(N), as
detailed below. The axioms are rendered by inference rules:
Data-Introduction (Generative axioms):
N(0) and
N(t)
N(st) ;
Data-Elimination (Induction):
N(t) ’[0]
{’[x]}....
’[sx]
’[t]
Term-Separation:
st = 0
⊥ and
st = st′
t = t′ :
An equational program (P; f) consists of a 3nite set P of equations, using additional
function identi3ers, of which the identi3er f is singled out as the principal function
of the program. (We write just P for the program if in no danger of confusion.) The
computational semantics of an equational program (P; f) is based on equational deriva-
tions: the function computed by (P; f) (where f is r-ary) is the r-ary partial function
f over N, where f(n1; : : : ; nr)=m iF P = f( Gn1; : : : ; Gnr)= Gm, that is, the equation is
derivable in equational logic from P. (We write Gn for the nth unary numeral, s · · · s0.)
A program (P; f) is coherent when provability from P is closed under the Separa-
tion Rules: If P = st = st′ then P = t = t′, and for all terms t P 
= st = 0. Note
that closure under Injectivity is guaranteed whenever P contains the de3nition of the
predecessor function: p(0)=0 and p(sx)= x. In particular, if P is coherent then no
distinct n; m∈N exist for which P  Gn= Gm. The usual proofs that all general recur-
sive functions are computed by equational programs (e.g. [3,5]) in fact yield coherent
programs.
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A program (P; f), with f of arity r, is provable in a theory T if the formula
N(x˜)→ N(f(x˜))
is provable in T + GP, where N(x˜) abbreviates the conjunction N(x1) ∧ · · · ∧ N(xr),
and GP is the set of equations in P, universally closed. An r-ary function f over N
is provable in T if it is computed by some equational program (P; f) provable in T.
In [7], we showed that the functions provable in IT(N) are precisely the provably
recursive functions of Peano Arithmetic. The underlying logic can be either classical,
intuitionistic, or minimal.
2. Unipolar induction
2.1. Unipolar formulas
As usual, we say that an occurrence of the identi3er N in a formula ’ is positive
(negative) if it is in the negative scope of an even (respectively, odd) number of
implications (with negation expressed as implication: ¬’ ≡ ’→⊥). We call a formula
data-non-negative if it has no negative occurrence of the data predicate N. The phrases
data-positive, data-non-positive and data-free are de3ned analogously. A formula is
unipolar if it is either data-non-negative or data-non-positive. Note that we do not
impose restrictions on occurrences of equations.
The renditions of I01 and J
0
1 formulas, that is formulas of the forms ∃x˜:N(x˜) ∧
’0 and ∀x˜:N(x˜)→ ’0 (with ’0 data-free), are prime examples of unipolar formulas.
Other unipolar formulas are those of the forms ∀xN1 ∃y1 · · · ∀xNk ∃yk : ’0 and ∀x1∃yN1 · · ·
∀xk∃yNk : ’0 (’0 data-free). 1 On the other hand, formulas of the form N(x˜)→N(f(x˜))
are not unipolar, and neither are the renditions of I02 and J
0
2 formulas, that is formulas
of the forms ∃x˜:(N(x˜) ∧ ∀y˜(N(y˜)→’0)) and ∀x˜:(N(x˜)→∃y˜(N(y˜) ∧ ’0)).
2.2. Statement of the main result
Theorem 1. The provable functions of IT(N) or IT(N), with Induction restricted to
unipolar formulas, are precisely the primitive-recursive functions. Whether the logic
is classical, intuitionistic, or minimal makes no di9erence.
The task of proving Theorem 1 is reduced by the following observation. Here we
use the cut-oF subtraction function, de3ned by the following equational program (for
principal identi3er m):
p(0) = 0 p(sx) = x;
m(x; 0) = x m(x; sy) = p(m(x; y)):
By [7, Proposition 6] (see Proposition 7) this program is provable, using only data-non-
negative instances of Induction. It would also be useful to adjoin to the program above
1 The superscript N is for relativization: ∀xN · · · stands for ∀x(N(x)→· · ·), and ∃N · · · for ∃x: N(x)∧· · ·.
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the computationally-redundant equation m(x; x)=0. Since we are interested in function
provability, the reference to the program above for cut-oF subtraction is innocuous: that
program (with fresh identi3ers for m and p if needed) can be adjoined to whatever
program is under discussion.
Proposition 2. Induction for data-non-positive formulas is derivable in classical logic
(modulo the equational de:nition of cut-o9 subtraction) from induction for data-non-
negative formulas.
Proof. The proof is akin to the well-known proof that J01-Induction is equivalent to
I01-Induction over Primitive Recursive Arithmetic (see e.g. [9]). Consider a data-non-
positive formula ’[x]. Toward contradiction, assume
N(u); (1)
’[0] (2)
and
∀z:’[z]→’[sz]; (3)
but
¬’[u]: (4)
Posit as given the equational program above for cut-oF subtraction, and consider the
data-non-negative formula  [x]≡¬’[m(u; x)]. Assume N(x); given (1) this implies that
N(m(u; x)), since m is a provable function. We therefore have two cases: m(u; x)=0
or m(u; x)= sp(m(u; x)). In either case we conclude  [x] →  [sx], as follows. If
m(u; x)=0, then m(u; sx)= pm(u; x)= p0= 0=m(u; x), and so  [x]→  [sx] trivially.
If m(u; x)= sp(m(u; x)) then
 [x] ≡ ¬’[m(u; x)]
→ ¬’[spm(u; x)]
→ ¬’[pm(u; x)] by assumption (3)
→ ¬’[m(u; sx)]
≡  [sx]:
We have thus proved ∀x:N(x) ∧  [x]→ N(sx) ∧  [sx]. Also, (4) implies N(0) ∧  [0].
Thus, by (1) and Induction for the data-non-negative formula N(x) ∧  we con-
clude  [u], which by the extra equation stipulated for m implies ¬’[0], contradicting
(2). Thus, assumption (4) is contradictory, and we conclude ’[u], completing the
proof.
We prove the forward direction of Theorem 1 in Proposition 7, where we show
that every primitive-recursive function is provable in IT(N) with induction on data-
non-negative formulas, based on minimal logic (i.e. in the weakest of the six theories
considered). In fact, Induction is used just for conjunctions of atomic formulas N(t).
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The backward implication of Theorem 1 is proved in Proposition 12, where we
show that every function provable in IT(N) with data-non-negative Induction, based
on classical logic (that is, the strongest theory considered), is primitive-recursive. By
Proposition 2, invoking also Induction for data-non-positive formulas would make no
diFerence.
Intrinsic theories lend themselves to other natural restrictions, which yield proof-
theoretic characterizations of major complexity classes, including the Kalmar-elementary
functions, poly-time, poly-space, and linear-space. Some examples are given in [6].
2.3. Generic treatment of primitive-recursion
Before proving Theorem 1, we comment on the generic form of primitive-recursion
for arbitrary inductive data-types. It is obvious how to generalize the schema of
primitive-recursion to a single-sorted inductive algebra, for example for the algebra
W ∼= {0; 1}∗, generated from a 0-ary ” and unary 0 and 1:
f(”; x˜) = g(x˜);
f(0w; x˜) = g0(w; x˜; f(w; x˜));
f(1w; x˜) = g1(w; x˜; f(w; x˜)):
The generalization of primitive-recursion is less trivial in a multi-sorted setting. If c is
a binary constructor whose arguments are of diFerent sorts, then f(c(a; b); x˜) cannot
be de3ned in terms of both f(a; x˜) and f(b; x˜), because they cannot be both properly
typed.
This issue becomes moot if we 3rst generalize primitive-recursion to the de3nition
of vectors of functions, i.e. to simultaneous primitive-recursion. Moreover, referring
to vectors of functions enables a reduction of primitive-recursion to recurrence (i.e.
iteration with parameters):
f˜(0; x˜) = g˜0(x˜);
f˜(sn; x˜) = g˜s(x˜; f˜(n; x˜)):
Here n is not one of the arguments of the functions g˜s. However, since the vector f˜
may include the function I(n; x˜) = n, we recover the general form of (simultaneous)
primitive-recursion.
We thus consider the following generic form of recurrence for an inductive algebra
A(C) over sorts Sj, j∈ J . To de3ne functions
fji : Sj; Q˜→Rij (j ∈ J; i = 1 : : : mj);
we assign to each constructor c, say of type S‘1 : : :S‘r →Sj, de3ning equations of the
form
f˜
j
(c(a1 : : : ar); x˜) = g˜
j
c(x˜; f˜
‘1
(a1; x˜); : : : ; f˜
‘r
(ar; x˜)):
Here f˜
j
=df 〈fj1; : : : ; fjmj〉.
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Theorem 1 can now be stated generically for any sorted inductive algebra C, as
follows. Let IT(C) be de3ned as in [7]. De3ne unipolar formulas by referring to the
relational identi3ers Si of C (rather than the single identi3er N of the single-sorted
algebra N).
Theorem 3. Let A(C) be a sorted inductive algebra. The provable functions of IT(C),
with Induction restricted to unipolar formulas, are precisely the primitive-recursive
functions over A(C), as de:ned above. 2 Whether the underlying logic is classical,
intuitionistic, or minimal makes no di9erence.
The Theorem’s proof is a straightforward, albeit tedious, generalization of the proof
below for Theorem 1, and we omit it.
2.4. Intrinsic theories based on classical versus constructive logic
In [7, Section 6] we exhibited a Curry–Howard-style homomorphism  from natural
deduction derivations of IT(N), based on minimal logic, to applicative terms. These
terms are in an extension of the simply typed !-calculus with the constants 0, s, and
a recursor operator for each type. The mapping  extracts the algorithmic contents
of convergence proofs: If D is a minimal-logic derivation proving the totality of a
program (P; f), then  D is an applicative term that de3nes the function computed by
that program. Moreover, when Induction is restricted to data-non-negative formulas,
the terms obtained use recurrence only over types of rank 0, i.e. products and sums of
N, and so they de3ne primitive-recursive functions. Unfortunately, it is not clear how
to adapt this argument to classical logic: the usual translations of classical logic into
minimal logic convert certain data-non-negative formulas into formulas that fail to be
unipolar. Thus, restricting Induction to such formulas in classical-logic derivations is no
guarantee that Induction will remain restricted to unipolar formulas in the corresponding
derivation of minimal logic. Consequently, we follow here another route, and present
a direct proof-theoretic analysis of IT(N) based on classical logic.
The need for a separate proof for the classical case is not surprising, given the
striking sensitivity of function provability to the choice of underlying logic. For ex-
ample, the functions provable in IT(N) with data-non-positive Induction are exactly
the primitive recursive functions if the logic is classical, but are bounded by linear
functions if the logic is intuitionistic. Related results hold for the traditional notion of
provably recursive functions: the functions provably recursive using J01-Induction are
exactly the primitive-recursive functions (see e.g. [9]; further generalizations can be
found in [1,4, I.2(a)]); but over Heyting’s Arithmetic the functions provably-recursive
using J01-Induction are bounded by polynomials [12].
2 Unless A(C) is degenerate, i.e. 3nite, these are also the functions that are primitive-recursive modulo a
canonical coding of C in N.
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3. From primitive-recursion to provability
From the de3nition of function provability we immediately have:
Lemma 4. The provable functions of any theory are closed under composition.
Just slightly less trivial is the following.
Lemma 5. Let T be a theory that contains minimal-logic IT(N) with Induction for
data-non-negative formulas. If programs (P0; g0) and (Ps; g s) have no common func-
tion identi:er, and are both provable in T, then so is the program (P; f) where f is
a fresh function identi:er and P consists of P0 ∪ Ps augmented with a de:nition by
primitive-recursion of f :
f(0; x˜) = g0(x˜);
f(sn; x˜) = g s(n; x˜; f(n; x˜)):
Proof. Reasoning in minimal-logic IT(N), assume N(n; x˜). Consider the data-non-
negative formula
’[z] ≡ N(z) ∧ N(f(z; x˜)):
Given N(x˜), the provability of (P0; g0) implies N(g0(x˜)), whence N(f(0; x˜)), and so
’[0]. We also have ’[z]→ ’[sz]: assuming ’[z], the provability of (Ps; g s) implies
N(g s(z; x˜; f(z; x˜))), whence N(f(sz; x˜)), and so ’[sz].
Since we have N(n), and we have veri3ed that ’ satis3es the inductive conditions,
we obtain ’[n], and in particular N(f(n; x˜)).
Corollary 6. Let T be a theory that contains minimal-logic IT(N), with Induction for
data-non-negative formulas. The provable functions of T are closed under primitive-
recursion.
Proposition 7. Every primitive-recursive function is provable in IT(N) based on
minimal-logic, with Induction restricted to data-non-negative formulas.
Proof. The initial primitive-recursive functions are provable trivially. By Lemma 4 the
provable functions are closed under composition, and by Corollary 6 they are closed
under primitive-recursion.
4. From provability to primitive-recursion
4.1. Normal natural deduction (ND) derivations for classical logic
We use Gentzen’s natural deduction calculus for classical logic, based on all usual
connectives and quanti3ers, with negation de3ned by ¬’ ≡ (’→⊥) (see e.g. [11]).
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Our inclusion of all connectives and quanti3ers implies that every formula ’ in which N
does not occur negatively is provably equivalent to a prenex-conjunctive normal form,
where N occurs only in strictly positive position, i.e. never in the negative scope of an
implication. The salient property of such formulas, for us, is that all their sub-formulas
are again data-non-negative.
Our equality rules are: 3
Equality-Introduction : t = t
Equality-Elimination :
t = t′ ’[t]
’[t′]
Natural notions of reductions and normality for ND derivations of classical 3rst-order
logic have been de3ned and studied extensively (see e.g. [2,8,10]). The facts of interest
to us are summarized as follows. Here we say that a formula ’ is a variant-sub-formula
of a formula  if ’ is obtained from a textual sub-formula of  by replacing some
terms by others. For example, all equations are variant-sub-formulas of each other, and
the variant-subformulas of ∀x:N(t0) are the formulas of the forms ∀x:N(t) and N(t). If
+ is a set or a sequence of formulas, then ’ is a variant-subformula of +, and ¬’
is a negated-variant-subformula of +, if ’ is a variant-subformula of some formula
in +.
We dub an (open) assumption of a derivation Contradiction-assumption if it is
negated and the major premise of Implication-Elimination. We call a function on syn-
tactic objects (such as terms and derivations) primitive-recursive if its numeric form
under a canonical arithmetization of syntax is primitive-recursive. The following fol-
lows directly from the proofs in [2,8,10].
Proposition 8. Let T be the extension of natural deduction for classical :rst order
logic with the atomic rules above for N and equality.
There is a primitive-recursive function " on derivations of T, with the following
properties:
(i) If D is a derivation for +’, then "(D) is a normal derivation which also
derives +’.
(ii) "(D) has no logical detour (see [10]).
(iii) Every formula in "(D) is a variant-subformula of +;’, or is a negated-variant-
subformula of +;’ which is closed by the classical contradiction rule.
4.2. Unfolding induction
The core idea of the backward direction of Theorem 1 is spelled out in Lemma
9. Here we dub a formula standard if it is data-non-negative in prenex-conjunctive
normal form, and negated-standard if it is the negation of a standard formula. We call
3 Note that the symmetry and transitivity of equality are derived from these rules. Also, it suPces to use
Equality-Elimination for atomic formulas ’ only. As usual, we write ’[t] for the result of a scoping-correct
substitution, in ’, of the term t for a particular variable x.
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a derivation standard-normal if it is without logical detours (i.e. reducible instances
of Induction are possible), and all formulas therein are standard, except possibly for
contradiction assumptions, which are negated-standard.
The basic observation is that a standard-normal derivation without data-positive as-
sumptions can be converted into an Induction-free derivation. More generally, if D
is a standard-normal derivation, with data-positive assumptions  1 : : :  ‘−1, then sub-
stituting terms for the variables free in D, and supplying each resulting instance  ∗i
of  i with an Induction-free derivation Ei (with no data-positive assumptions), yields
a derivation that can be converted, primitive-recursively in E˜ , into an Induction-free
derivation.
The main issue is, of course, the elimination of Induction, say
C
N(t)
Z
’[0]
{’[z]}
S
’[sz]
’[t]
Operating recursively, the derivation C, after substitutions of terms and grafting of E˜ ,
is converted into an Induction-free derivation C′. That derivation is used as a template,
with the intent of replacing the identi3er N everywhere by the formula ’[·], yielding
a derivation for a substitution instance of ’. In that process, Z and S are invoked
where C′ uses the data-rules N(0) and N(q)=N(sq). However, merely replacing N by
’[·] would deform open Contradiction-assumptions; so we replace N(·) instead by the
conjunction N(·)∧’[·]. This allows us to obtain both ’[t] as the derived formula, and
to repair the deformed assumptions, using the fact that all are data-non-positive.
Lemma 9. Suppose D≡D[x˜] is a standard-normal derivation for
{ i[x˜]}i¡‘; /  ’[x˜];
where x˜=(x1 : : : xk) lists the variables free in D,  i are the data-non-negative as-
sumptions and / the set of Contradiction-assumptions. There exists a primitive-
recursive function %D that maps terms t˜=(t1 : : : tk), and Induction-free derivations
Ei for +  i [˜t] (i¡‘), where all formulas in + are data-free or negated-standard, to
a normal and Induction-free derivation D′ of /[˜t];+’[˜t].
Proof. The proof is by induction on D. For readability, we write ∗ for [˜t], i.e. the
result of substituting the terms t˜ for the variables free in D. /∗ is de3ned similarly. 4
The base cases in the de3nition of %D are obvious. If D is any axiom, then % is
the constant D. If D is a singleton assumption ’, we de3ne %D (˜t)(E), where E is an
Induction-free derivation of ’∗, to be the result of applying the normalization function
" to E .
For the cases where D is a non-singleton derivation, we use the following general
observation. Since D has no logical detour, every formula other than the contradic-
tion assumptions is a variant-subformula of an assumption, the derived formula, or
4 We posit here, without loss of generality, that our derivations never have a variable both free and bound.
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an induction formula. Since all these are assumed to be standard, all formulas in the
derivation are standard, or negated-standard. It follows that IH can be invoked for im-
mediate sub-derivations of D. We now consider in turn the possible cases for the main
inference of D.
Conjunction-Elimination:
D ≡
D0
’0 ∧ ’1
’i
:
By IH for D0 there is a primitive-recursive function %D0 with the prescribed properties.
We de3ne %D (˜t)(E˜) to be the result of applying the normalization function " to the
derivation
D′0
’∗0 ∧ ’∗1
’∗i
;
where D′0 is %D0 (˜t)(E˜).
Disjunction-Elimination:
D ≡ C0 ∨ 1
{j}
Dj
’
’
(j = 0; 1):
Let %C and %Dj be the primitive-recursive functions corresponding to the main sub-
derivations, by IH. By IH for C, the derivation C′≡%C (˜t)(E˜) is normal and Induction-
free, with open assumptions that are data-free or negated-standard.
If 0 ∨ 1 is data-free, then each singleton derivations {∗j } (j=0; 1) satis3es
the conditions for substituted derivations E˜ , and by IH for Dj the derivation D′j ≡
%Dj (˜t)(E˜ ; {∗j }) is therefore normal and Induction-free. Let %D (˜t)(E˜) be the result of
applying the normalization function " to
C′
∗0 ∨ ∗1
{∗j }
D′j
’∗
’∗ .
If 0 ∨ 1 is not data-free, i.e. is data-positive, then the main inference of C′ cannot be
an elimination, since C′ is Induction-free with no data-positive assumptions. If the main
inference infers ∗0 ∨ ∗1 from ∗j , then we invoke IH for Dj, and de3ne %D (˜t)(E˜) to
be %Dj (˜t)(E˜ ; C′0), where C′0 is the immediate sub-derivation of C′, deriving ∗j . Finally,
if the main inference of C′ is Contradiction,
C′ ≡
¬(∗0 ∨ ∗1)
C′0
⊥
∗0 ∨ ∗1
;
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(2)
¬’∗
(2)
¬’∗
(0)
¬∗0
(1)
¬∗1
¬(∗0 ∨ ∗1)
C′0
⊥
∗0
(0)
D′0
’∗
⊥
∗1
(1)
D′1
’∗
⊥
’∗
(2)
Fig. 1. The case of data-positive disjunction inferred by Contradiction.
then we de3ne %D (˜t)(E˜) by successive invocations of IH for C, D0 and D1, for the
derivation exhibited in Fig. 1. (We use a double-bar to indicate a trivially derived
inference.)
More precisely, let A0 be the normal form of
(0)
¬∗0
(1)
¬∗1
¬(∗0 ∨ ∗1)
C′0
⊥
∗0
(0)
:
Since this is a normal Induction-free derivation whose open assumptions (including
¬∗1) are all data-free or negated-standard, we can invoke IH for D0, and conclude that
D′0≡%D0 (˜t)(E˜ ;A0) is a normal Induction-free derivation of ’∗ from the same assump-
tions, augmented with ¬∗1 as an additional negated-standard Contradiction-assumption.
Let now A1 be the normal form of
(2)
¬’∗
(1)
¬∗1
(2)
¬’∗
D′1
’∗
⊥
∗1
(1)
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and take D′′1 ≡%D1 (˜t)(E˜ ;A1). We then de3ne %D (˜t)(E˜) to be the normal form of
(2)
¬’∗
(2)
¬’∗
D′′1
’∗
⊥
’∗
(2)
:
Implication-Elimination: Since all formulas are standard or negated-standard
Contradiction-assumptions, we have two cases. One is
D ≡
D0¬ D1
⊥
;
where  is an equation. De3ne %D (˜t)(E˜) to be
D′0
¬∗
D′1
∗
⊥
;
where D′j ≡%Dj (˜t)(E˜).
The remaining case is
D ≡ ¬’
D1
’
⊥
;
where ¬’ is a Contradiction-assumption.
De3ne %D (˜t)(E˜) to be
¬’∗
D′1
’∗
⊥
;
where D′1≡%D1 (˜t)(E˜).
∀-Elimination: This case is similar to Conjunction-Elimination.
∃-Elimination:
D ≡ C∃y:[y]
{[z]}
D0
’
’
:
This case is analogous to Disjunction-Elimination, except that here we have a sub-
derivation (D0) which has not only an additional open assumption, but also an addi-
tional free variable (z). Let C′ be %C (˜t)(E˜). If ∃y: is data-free, then we proceed as in
the corresponding sub-case for Disjunction-Elimination. Otherwise, the main inference
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of C′ is either ∃-Introduction or Contradiction. In the 3rst case, where
C′ ≡
C′0
∗[s]
∃y:∗[y]
(for some term q)
we invoke IH for D0, and de3ne %D (˜t)(E˜) to be %D0 (˜t; q)(E˜ ; C′0). If the main infer-
ence of C′ is Contradiction we proceed analogously to the corresponding sub-case for
Disjunction-Elimination.
∀-Introduction:
D ≡
D0
’[z]
∀y:’[y]
:
Let D′′ be the result of continuing the derivation %D0 (˜t; z)(E˜) with a universal closing
of z; note that the argument z of %D0 is here the variable z itself, taken as a term.
De3ne %D (˜t)(E˜) to be the result of applying the normalization function " to D′′.
Contradiction:
D ≡
¬’
D0
⊥
’
:
By IH the derivation
%D0 (˜t)(E˜) ≡
¬’∗
D′0
⊥
is normal and Induction-free. Using an instance of Contradiction, we get an Induction-
free derivation for +; /∗ ’∗. De3ne %D(E˜) to be the result of normalizing that
derivation.
Induction:
C
N(s)
Z
’[0]
’[z]
S
’[sz]
’[s]
:
For t˜ and E˜ as above, consider C′=%C (˜t)(E˜) and Z ′=%Z (˜t)(E˜) as de3ned by IH.
Given these derivations, we de3ne a function J that maps each Induction-free deriva-
tion B, for 0  say, to an Induction-free derivation for 0’  ’, where we write  ’
for the result of replacing in  each subformula N(q) by N(q)∧’∗[q]. The derivation
J (B) is de3ned by recurrence on B, as follows.
If B is an assumption , let J (B) be ’. If the main inference of B is not one of the
generative rules for N, we let J commute with the main inference of B. For instance,
if B is obtained by Conjunction-Introduction from the immediate sub-derivations B0
and B1, then we let J (B) be obtained by Conjunction-Introduction from the derivations
J (B0) and J (B1).
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If B is N(0) let J (B) be
N(0)
Z ′
’∗[0]
N(0) ∧ ’∗[0] :
Finally, suppose B is
B0
N(q)
N(sq).
Let
A ≡
J (B0)
N(q) ∧ ’∗[q]
’∗[q]
S ′′ ≡ %S (˜t; q)(E˜ ;A);
J (B) ≡
J (B0)
N(q) ∧ ’∗[q]
N(q)
N(sq)
S ′′
’∗[sq]
N(sq) ∧ ’∗[sq]
Now apply J to the derivation C′. Since C′ derives /∗; +N(s)∗, J (C′) is an
Induction-free derivation for /∗’; +’ N(s)∗ ∧’[s]∗. Every formula  in /;+ is data-
non-positive, and for such formulas  →’ (in minimal 3rst-order logic). Thus, J (C′)
can be trivially transformed into an Induction-free derivation C′′ for /∗; +’[s]∗. Now
de3ne %D (˜t)(E˜) to be the result of normalizing C′′.
Other rules: The remaining Introduction rules, Data-Introduction, Term-Separation,
and Equation-Elimination, are all similar to the case for ∀-Introduction. Note, in par-
ticular, that Implication-Introduction can close only data-free assumptions, because no
formula in the derivation (other than contradiction assumptions) can have N occurring
in the negative scope of implication. Thus, the immediate sub-derivation has no more
data-positive open assumptions than D.
4.3. Result extraction
Lemma 10. There is a linear-time function V that, given a normal minimal-logic
Induction-free derivation C, in IT(N), of a formula N(t) from a coherent program
P, yields an n∈N such that P = t = Gn.
Proof. Observe, 3rst, that since P is coherent every normal Induction-free minimal-
logic derivation E of an equation from P can be converted into a derivation of that
equation, from P, in equational logic. This can be proved by a straightforward induction
on E . (We are not concerned here about the size of the equational derivation obtained.)
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We now de3ne V by recurrence on C, while proving its properties by induction on
C, as follows. Since C is a normal Induction-free derivation in minimal logic, the only
possible cases for the 3nal inference of C are the following.
• C is the singleton derivation N(0). We let V return 0.
• C is of the form
C0
N(t)
N(st)
:
We de3ne V (C)=V (C0) + 1. Since by IH P = t = Gn for n=V (C0), we have
P =st = n+1.
• C is of the form
E
t′ = t
C0
N(t′)
N(t)
:
Let V (C)=V (C0). By IH, P = t′ = Gn, where n=V (C0). By the observation above,
P =t′ = t, so indeed P = t = Gn.
Lemma 11. There is a Kalmar-elementary function that, given a normal classical-
logic Induction-free derivation D, of a formula N(t) from a program P, yields an
n∈N such that P = t= Gn.
Proof. Let DG be the proof in minimal logic obtained from D by GQodel’s translation,
and deriving ¬¬N(t) from GP. Let Dt be the result of replacing ⊥ in DG by N(t),
followed by a trivial inference N(t) from N(t)→N(t) → N(t). Let C be the normal
form of Dt . Since normalization is performed here for Induction-free derivations of
cut-complexity 6 2, there is a Kalmar-elementary function that yields C from D. Then
we can read oF the value n of t (modulo P) by Lemma 10.
Proposition 12. If f is a provable function of classical-logic IT(N) with Induction
restricted to data-non-negative formulas, then f is primitive-recursive.
Proof. Let (P; f) be an equational program that computes f, and suppose D is a proof
in classical-logic IT(N) for P; N(x)N(f(x)), with Induction restricted to data-non-
negative formulas. By Lemma 9 there is a primitive-recursive function that maps each
n∈N, and Induction-free derivation of N( Gn), to a normal Induction-free derivation of
N(f( Gn)). If Cn is the trivial n-line derivation of N( Gn), then Cn is obtained in linear-time
from n, and is normal. We thus obtain a primitive-recursive function that maps n∈N
to a normal Induction-free derivation Dn of N(f( Gn)) from P. But then, by Lemma
11, we obtain primitive-recursively in Dn, and therefore in n, the value of f( Gn) under
program P.
Proof of Theorem 1 (Concluded). Every primitive-recursive function is provable in
IT(N) with Induction for conjunctions of atomic formulas, by Proposition 7. Con-
versely, if f is a provable function of IT(N), with Induction restricted to unipolar
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formulas, then f is provable with Induction for data-non-negative formulas, by Propo-
sition 2, and is therefore primitive-recursive, by Proposition 12.
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